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The Gun Violence Restraining Order law (also known as Red Flag Law) allows judges to order that people 
who are a danger to themselves or others, and who have guns, to order those guns relinquished to law 
enforcement or to be seized by law enforcement.  In Santa Clara County, these orders are on pace to be 
used more than 100 times this year.  While it is hard to measure the mass shootings or suicides that 
were prevented, each one of these cases involves a judge making a finding that someone was a credible 
threat to other people and/or themselves, and each one involves the removal of guns from that 
person’s possession.  These cases involve threats to shoot at schools, threats to kill people known, and 
threats to kill themselves.  This session will explore the history of this law, how it works, and how it can 
be used to help save lives in intimate partner violence situations.  It will also address criticisms both 
practical and Constitutional of this law, and how this law fits in with a broader picture of gun law 
enforcement now and in the future. 

 

About the Speakers 

James Gibbons-Shapiro 

James Gibbons-Shapiro grew up in San Jose, attended Gunderson High School, Yale University, and UCLA 
Law School. He worked at the law firm of Fenwick & West for 2 ½ years before joining the Santa Clara 
County DA’s Office, where he has worked for 22 years. He has prosecuted every kind of case from 



murder to misappropriation of public funds. Currently he is one of the six Assistant DA’s that manage 
the trial and other teams in the DA’s Office. He supervises the Family Violence Team, The Crime 
Strategies Unit (using data analytics and information sharing to solve more crimes and prosecute them 
better), the Victim Services Unit, the High Tech Crimes Team, and the Regional Auto Theft Task Force 
prosecutors. He chairs the County’s Domestic Violence Death Review Team, and also chairs the annual 
effort to update and revise the County’s Domestic Violence Protocol for Law Enforcement. 

Marisa McKeown 

Marisa McKeown is a Supervising Deputy District Attorney and has been with the DA’s office since 2006. 
During her years at the DA’s office she has supervised Central Felonies and General Felonies before she 
was chosen to create and lead the office’s Crime Strategies Unit in 2016. The Crime Strategies Unit is an 
Intelligence-Led Policing and Prosecution Unit and involves large-scale investigative projects with the 
County’s police agencies. Ms. McKeown was a trial attorney on multiple units in the office, including 
Gangs and Sexual Assault. During her time at CSU she has spoken across the country about intelligence-
led policing and prosecution. In particular, she has trained hundreds of police and prosecutors about 
gun violence restraining orders and gun-related intelligence, including the importance of ballistic 
imaging for all seized firearms.  
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